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1. INTRODUCTION 
A remarkable theorem of Butler [BTLR] says that a torsion-free abelian 
group is a pure subgroup of a finite direct sum of rank-one groups if and 
only if it is a homomorphic image of a finite direct sum of rank-one groups. 
There are some obvious connections between these Butler groups and the 
subgroups of finite direct sums of cyclic local valuated groups studied by 
Moore [MOOR]; for example, each rank-one torsion-free group is deter- 
mined by any nonzero cyclic valuated subgroup. The juxtaposition of the 
two papers suggests the question: is a valuated group a subgroup of a finite 
direct sum of cyclics if and only if it is a homomorphic image (that is, a 
valuated quotient) of a finite direct sum of cyclics‘! We answer this question 
in the affirmative. 
Moore’s main result is that each subgroup of a finite direct sum of cyclic 
valuated groups is nice; the restriction to the local case is only apparent as 
subgroups are nice exactly when they are locally nice. In Section 2 we 
provide a simple constructive proof of a generalization of Moore’s theorem. 
In Section 3 we introduce, for each principal ideal domain R, the class 9$ 
of quotients of finite direct sums of cyclic valuated R-modules, and show 
that it coincides with the class of submodules of finite direct sums of cyclic 
valuated modules. In Section 4 we show how this result implies the 
equivalence of the two characterizations of Butler groups. 
Let R be a discrete valuation ring. Moore gave a necessary condition for 
a valuated R-module to be a submodule of a finite direct sum of cyclics. 
Section 5 contains a strengthening of this condition, and in Section 6 we 
characterize those discrete valuation rings R such that every rank-2 
R-module that satisfies Moore’s condition is a submodule of a finite direct 
sum of cyclics. 
Stanton introduced invariants for Warlield groups which make sense for 
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any valuated R-module [HRW]. In Section 7 we consider these invariants 
for valuated R-modules with two generators, and their connection with 
quasi-decomposability. 
We assemble here some basic definitions and facts about valuated 
R-modules. Let R be a discrete valuation ring with prime p, and 0, the 
class of ordinals together with the symbol CO. A valuated R-module is an 
R-module A together with a map v: A + LOm such that 
(i) vpx > vx if vpx is an ordinal, 
(ii) vrx = vx if r is a unit of R, 
(iii) v(x + y) 3 min(vx, vy). 
Valuated R-modules arise as submodules A c B, with vx equal to the 
height of x in B, that is, the supremum of the set of ordinals c( such that 
xep”B. One often used consequence of (i), (ii), and (iii) is that if 
v(x + y) > vx, then vx = vy. 
A map between valuated R-modules is an R-module map f such that 
vfx 2 vx for each X. The categorical coproduct, or (valuated) direct sum, of 
two valuated R-modules A and B is then their R-module direct sum A 0 B 
with the valuation v(a, h) = min(tiu, vb). A submodule A of a valuated 
R-module B inherits a valuation from B, which makes the injection A + B 
a categorical kernel; to emphasize that we are using this valuation on A, we 
may refer to A as a valuated submodule. 
If A is a submodule of a valuated R-module B, then the categorical 
quotient B/A is the R-module B/A with the smallest valuation that makes 
the map B -+ B/A a map of valuated modules. A submodule A of a 
valuated R-module B is nice if each coset b + A contains an element of 
maximum value. If A is nice in B, then the value of any element of the 
quotient B/A is the maximum of the values of the elements of B that map 
to it. In this situation we say that the map from B to B/A is a nice 
epimorpbism. 
Let R be a principal ideal domain. A valuated R-module is an R-module 
A together with a valuation on each localization A, for p a prime in R. 
Equivalently we may talk about p-valuations on A: the p-value of an 
element of A being the value of its image in A,. All the above notions carry 
over to the global case in the obvious way; for example, an R-module map 
A + B is a map of valuated R-modules if the induced maps A, + B, are 
maps of valuated R,-modules for each prime p. 
2. MOORE’S THEOREM 
Moore showed that if H is a finite direct sum of cyclic valuated groups, 
then each subgroup of H is nice [MOOR; Corollary 21. In this section we 
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prove a theorem about submodules of finite direct sums of cyclic modules 
over a discrete valuation domain R that has Moore’s theorem as an 
immediate corollary. If x is an element of a cyclic R-module C, then 
ht x = sup(n: r ~p”c}, where p is the prime of R; thus ht x is either a non- 
negative integer or cc. 
2.1. THEOREM. Let R be a discrete valuation domain with prime p, and 
let N,=Nu(co>. Let C ,,..., C, be cyclic R-modules, and p: C, 0 . . . 0 
C, -+ Nz be defined by 
/4x, 3 ..., x,,) = (ht x,, . . . . ht x,). 
Let H be a submodule of R”, and x E R”. Consider the set 
S= {p(x + h): h E H}. 
Then S has a finite set of maximal elements, and every element of S lies 
below some maximal element of S. 
Proof For x E C, 0 . 0 C,, define the support of x to be spt x = 
(i: x,#O}. Note th at if px 6 py, then spt x 2 spt y. We shall show that for 
each XEC,@ ... @C,, either 
(i) there is y E x + H such that px < py and spt x # spt y or 
(ii) ifyEx+Hand sptxzspt y, then px=py. 
It is then readily seen that the maximal elements of S are of the form py, 
where y is an element of minimal support in x + H, that there is at most 
one maximal element of S with co’s at prescribed spots, and that every 
element of S lies below some maximal element. 
Let H’ = {h E H: spt h G spt x}. If ht xi < ht hi for each i E spt x and each 
he H’, then (ii) holds. Otherwise, there exist iespt x and hg H’, such that 
ht xi > ht hi. Then we can find i E spt x and r E R, such that xi = rhi and 
ht x, < ht rh, for all j. Setting y = x - rh we have py 3 px and yi = 0, so 
spt y # spt x and (i) holds. 1 
2.2. COROLLARY [MOOR; Corollary 21. Every submodule of a finite 
direct sum of cyclic valuated R-modules is nice. 
Proof Let H be a submodule of a finite direct sum of cyclic valuated 
R-modules C,@ ... @C,. Let XEC,@ ... OC,,, and S= {p(x+h): 
hg H} as in Theorem 2.1. Let p(x+ h,), . . . . p(x+ h,) be the finite set of 
maximal elements of S. Then the x + h, of maximum value has maximum 
value in x + H, because if my G pz, then uy < uz. 1 
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3. THE CLASS Pi? 
Butler groups are pure quotients of finite direct sums of rank-one 
torsion-free groups. Rank-one torsion-free groups are analogous to cyclic 
valuated groups; in particular, each rank-one torsion-free group is deter- 
mined by any nonzero cyclic valuated subgroup. With these two facts in 
mind, let R be a principal ideal domain and consider the class ~28 of 
valuated R-modules that are quotients of finite direct sums of cycles. We 
shall show that GE ~23 if and only if G is a submodule of a finite direct sum 
of cyclics. 
Moore’s theorem implies that if GE.%?, then submodules of G are nice. 
Clearly if G E 39, then so is any quotient of G. 
3.1. THEOREM. Let R be a principal ideal domain. If G E 917, then G is a 
submodule of a finite direct sum of cyclic valuated R-modules. 
Proof: As GE 99, there exist nonzero generators x,, . . . . x, of G, such 
that for each prime p, and y in G,, there exist ai E R,, such that y = C aixi 
and v(a,x,) 3 vy. We may enlarge x,, . . . . x, to include generators for 
G[p] = {g E G: pg =0} for each prime p. We shall show that either G is 
cyclic, or the map 
cp: G-+G/(x,)@ ... @G/(x,) 
is an embedding. Then we are done by induction on the size (length of a 
Jordan-Holder series) of the torsion submodule of G, and the torsion-free 
rank of G. It suffices to show that the induced map qP on the localization 
G, of G is an embedding for each prime p. 
If G has any elements of order relatively prime to p, then some xi has 
order relatively prime to p, so qp is an embedding; therefore we may 
assume that G has no elements of order relatively prime to p. We want to 
show that each y in G, has maximal value in the coset y + (xi) for some i. 
Write y = C a,xi, where the ai are in R,, and vaixi 2 vy for all i. Suppose 
that for each i there exists biE R, such that u( y- b,x,) > vy. Then 
y - bix, = C ciixj with v(ciix,) > vy = v(bjxj) for each j. Therefore we can 
write 
y-bixi=c dqb,xj, 
where p divides d,. Rewriting this as 
Y = C (6, + d,) bjxj 
J 
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we note that the matrix (6,+ d,) is invertible over R,, so each bjxj is a 
multiple of y. As bjxj #O, and the xi include generators of G[ p], the 
R,-module G, is cyclic. But G has no elements of order prime to p, so 
either G is torsion, in which case G = G, is a cyclic R-module, or G is 
torsion-free of rank at most one, in which case G is cyclic because it is 
finitely generated. 1 
If G is a valuated R-module, and x E G, then V,x denotes the sequence of 
values (u,x, vppx, v,p2x, . ..). A map f: G + H is locally balanced if for each 
XE HP there is ye G, with f,(y) = x and VP y= V,x. Note that a locally 
balanced map is a nice epimorphism, hence a quotient map. 
3.2. THEOREM. If G is a pure submodule of a finite direct sum of torsion- 
free cyclic valuated modules, then G is a locally balanced quotient of a finite 
direct sum of valuated cyclics. 
Proof Let G be a submodule of C, @ . . . @ C,,, where each C, is 
torsion-free cyclic. For x E G, the support of x is the set of elements i in 
{ 1, . . . . n} such that x has a nonzero ith coordinate. For each minimal 
element S of {support of x: 0 # x E G} there is a unique pure cyclic sub- 
module of G with support set S. Let M,, . . . . M, be the pure cyclic sub- 
modules of G with minimal support sets, and map the external direct sum 
M, @ . . . @M, into G in the natural way. We will show that this is a 
locally balanced map, and to do this we may assume we are in the local 
case. We need to show that, given XE G, we can write x as a sum of 
elements in the submodules Mi whose value sequences are at least Vx. We 
induct on the size of the support of x; if x = 0 there is no problem. 
Otherwise choose j so that the support of M, is contained in the support of 
x. As M, is pure, there is y E Mj, such that each coordinate of y is divisible 
by the corresponding coordinate of x, and some nonzero coordinate of y is 
equal to the corresponding coordinate of x. Thus x - y has smaller support 
than x, and Vy > Vx. u 
Before proving the theorem that removes the purity condition in 
Theorem 3.2. we establish a lemma. 
3.3. LEMMA. Let T be a finitely generated torsion valuated module. Then 
there is a finite subset X of T such that any element t of T can be written as 
t = C a,xi, where X~E X and vt < vaixi for each i. 
Proof It suffices to consider the local case. As T has a finite length 
(Jordan-Holder) there are only finitely many ordinals c1 such that T(M) # 
T(cc + 1). Let X be a finite set of elements of T including representatives of 
generators of T(cr)/T(a + 1) for each ordinal a, and for T( cc). Suppose 
t E T, and vt = ~1. If CI = co we are okay. If a < co, then, as X contains 
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representatives of a generating set for T(a)/T(a + l), there exist X~E X and 
aj E R, such that o(t -C a,~,) > CI and ax, = c1 for each i. By induction we 
can write t-C aixi in the desired form, hence we can write t in the desired 
form. 1 
3.4. THEOREM. Let R be a principal ideal domain, G a valuated 
R-module, and H a nice submodule of G such that G/H is finitely generated 
torsion. Then G E g if and only if HE 62?. 
Proof: Let n be a nonzero element of R such that nG c H. Suppose 
HE 98, so there is a nice epimorphism cp: F+ H with F a finite direct sum 
of cyclics. As H is nice in G, and G/H is torsion, for each prime p dividing 
n, and each x E (G/H),, there exists g”, E G (not just in GP) mapping onto x 
so that v,gP,= vPx. Let E be the (external) direct sum of the cyclic sub- 
modules of G generated by the elements g”,, as p ranges over the primes 
dividing n, and x ranges over a finite subset X of (G/H), of the kind con- 
structed in Lemma 3.3. Define 1: E -+ G by taking g”, to x. Then cp 01: 
F@ E + G is a nice epimorphism. 
Now suppose G ~98, so there is a nice epimorphism cp: F+ G with F a 
finite direct sum of cyclics. If F’ = cp-‘H, then F’/nF is finitely generated 
torsion, hence by the first part of the theorem F’ E g’; therefore HE B. 1 
3.5. COROLLARY. If G is a submodule of a finite direct sum of cyclic 
valuated modules F, then GE 99. 
Proof: Let G* be the submodule of F containing G such that G*/G is 
the torsion submodule of F/G. By Moore’s theorem, and Theorem 3.4, it 
suffices to show that G* E 98. Let F= T@ A, where T is a direct sum of 
torsion cyclics, and A is a direct sum of torsion-free cyclics. Then Tc G*, 
so G* = T@ (G* n A). Clearly TE%?, and G* n A E $8 by Theorem 3.2; 
therefore G* E ,%?. 
4. BUTLER GROUPS 
What is the connection between Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.5, and 
Butler’s identification of the classes of pure subgroups and torsion-free 
quotients of completely decomposable torsion-free groups? To answer this 
question we construct a functor that embeds valuated groups in torsion- 
free groups, at least those valuated groups that can be so embedded. This 
functor will take direct sums of valuated cyclics to completely decom- 
posable groups. 
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Let $? be the class of torsion-free valuated groups H such that for each x 
in H and prime p 
(i) vPx is an integer or co; 
(ii) if vPx is an integer, then v,px= v,x+ 1. 
For HE V we form the set 
T(H) = { y E Q 0 H: if ny E H, then ht,n < v,(ny) for each prime p}, 
where ht,n is computed in Z, and v,(ny) is computed in H. Note that if 
YE Q @ H, and there exists one nonzero n such that ny~ H and ht,n < 
v,(ny) for each prime p, then y E T(H). 
4.1. THEOREM. For each H in W the set T(H) is a torsion-free abelian 
group containing H as a full-rank valuated subgroup. If H is a full-rank 
valuated subgroup of a torsion-free group G, then any valuated map from H 
to a torsion-free group G’ extends uniquely to G; so T is a functor. If A c B 
are in %?, then T(A) is a pure subgroup of T(B); tf, in addition, B/A is in 97, 
then the sequence 0 -+ T(A) + T(B) + T( B/A) -+ 0 is exact. 
Proof: Suppose for i = 1, 2 we have nonzero n, such that ni yie H and 
ht,n, < v,(n, yi) for all primes p. Then 
n,n,(y,-y,)=n,(n,y,)-n,(n,y,) 
SO 
v,nln2(yl -~d2min(v,(n, ~~)+ht,n~, vp(n2YZ)+htpn,) 
> ht,n, + ht,n, = ht,n, n, 
showing that y, - y, E T(H). Clearly T(H) is torsion-free and contains H as 
a full-rank subgroup; we must verify that H is a valuated subgroup of the 
group T(H), that is, that v,x = ht,x for each x E H, where ht, is computed 
in T(H). But if m is a nonnegative integer, then m < vPx if and only if 
ppmxeT(H), so mdv,x ifand only ifmdht,x. 
Let G be a torsion-free group, H a full-rank subgroup of G, and f a 
homomorphism from H to G’ such that ht,x < ht,f (x) for each x in H, 
where ht is computed in G. We must show that f extends to G. Define the 
extension by setting f( y) = n -~ ’ f(ny) for any nonzero n such that ny E H. 
Note that if G = T(H), then p is the restriction of 10 f to T(H). As f 
increases heights, and G’ is torsion-free, this definition makes sense, and it 
is easily seen that 3 is a homomorphism. 
If A c B are in V, then T(A) is a pure subgroup of T(B) because the 
p-value of an element of A is its p-height in T(A) and T(B). Suppose f: 
B + B/A is a quotient map in %?. If x E T(B), then x goes to zero in T(B/A) 
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if and only if nx goes to zero for some nonzero n such that nx E B, that is, if 
and only if x E T(A). To see that the map from T(B) to T(B/A) is onto, it 
suffices to consider the local case. The value of an element c E C is the 
supremum of the values of the elements b E B that map to it. Thus if x E 
T( B/A), we can find n such that nx E B/A, and b E B such thatf(b) = nx and 
ub > ht(n). Then n ~ ‘b maps onto x. 1 
Note that if H is a full subgroup of a torsion-free group G, then we can 
extend the identity map on H uniquely to maps from T(H) to G and from 
G to T(H), so T(H) E G. We will need the following lemma in the proof of 
the main theorem of this section. 
4.2. LEMMA. Let G be a finite direct sum of cyclic subgroups of rank-one 
torsion-free groups. If H is a valuated subgroup of G, then H, is a valuated 
summand of G, for all but finitely many primes p. 
Proof Let M be a matrix over H whose rows generate H as a subgroup 
of the free abelian group G. For each permutation of the columns of M, 
row-reduce the permuted matrix over Q to reduced echelon form. We shall 
show that if p is a prime not appearing in the denominator of any entry in 
these reduced matrices, then H, is a summand of G,. 
Given p, take a permutation of the columns of M so that the 
corresponding generators of G have increasing p-value from left to right; 
we may assume that A4 is so permuted. If we look at the generators of G 
corresponding to columns of A4 that in the reduced echelon form of M do 
not contain a leading 1, then these generate a complementary summand of 
H which, as the p-values of the generators of G increase as we go toward 
the right, is a complementary summand in the category of valuated 
groups. 1 
4.3. THEOREM. Let G be a torsion-free group and H a finitely generated 
full subgroup of G. Then G is a pure subgroup (quotient) of a completely 
decomposable torsion-free group if and only if the valuated group H is a sub- 
group (quotient) of a direct sum of cyclic valuated groups. 
Proof Suppose G is a pure subgroup of C, @ . . . @ C,, where each Ci 
is a rank-one torsion-free group. Then we can find elements X,E Cj such 
that Hc (x,)0 ... 0 (x,), so H is a subgroup of a direct sum of cyclic 
valuated groups. 
Suppose cp maps C, 0 ... @C,, onto G; we may assume that Ci maps 
onto a pure subgroup of G. There exist nonzero xi E Ci such that cp(x,) E H. 
Set K = (xi ) @ . . . @j (x, ). For each prime p, and g E G there exists non- 
zero m such that ht,mg= ht,k for some ke K such that cp(k)= mg. 
Lemma 4.2 says that at all but finitely many primes p, the kernel of the 
map K,, + HP is a summand of Kr, so, in light of the preceding, H, is a 
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quotient of K,. We can modify the xi so that at the remaining primes 
ht,x, = ht,x, if both are finite. Then q(K) is a quotient of the direct sum of 
valuated cyclics K, so H is a quotient of a direct sum of valuated cyclics by 
Theorem 3.1. 
Suppose H is a subgroup of a direct sum of valuated cyclics K = 
(x, ) 0 . . . @ (x, ). Revalue x, by setting uPx, = sup,(up-jx - j), where c1 -j 
is considered to be cc if a is an infinite ordinal or co. This does not change 
the induced valuation on H, because the value sequences V,h of elements 
h E H have no gaps. Thus we may assume that K E V. Then T(H) is a pure 
subgroup of T(K); but T(H) is isomorphic to G, and T(K) is completely 
decomposable. 
Suppose H is a quotient of a direct sum of valuated cyclics K. We may 
assume that K E V by revaluating each cyclic with the values of its image in 
H. Then T(H) E G is an image of T(K), which is completely decom- 
posable. 1 
Butler’s theorem follows immediately from Theorem 4.3 and our charac- 
terizations of &$. 
4.4. COROLLARY. A finite-rank torsion-free group is a pure subgroup of a 
completely decomposable group if and only lf it is a homomorphic image of a 
finite-rank completely decomposable group. 
5. MOORE'S CONDITION 
Let R be a discrete valuation ring. The following is Moore’s condition on 
a valuated R-module G. 
Let x and y be elements of G. Then there exists ME N 
such that u(ax + by) = min(u(ax), v(by)) whenever 
Iht(a) - ht(b)l > M. 
Any submodule of a direct sum of valuated cyclic R-modules satisfies 
Moore’s condition [MOOR, Lemma 91, which may thus be used to show 
that a valuated module is not a submodule of a direct sum of cyclics. We 
will need a stronger condition, which is implied by the following theorem 
about elements in a finite-rank free R-module. The map ~1: Rk + Ni”, is as 
in Theorem 1.1. 
5.1. THEOREM. Let x and y be elements of Rk, and H = ( y >. Then there 
exist a finite number of elements h,, . . . . h, in H, and ME N, such that for 
each n E N and u a maximal element of {p(p”x + h): h E H}, there exist 
m E N, with Im - nJ d M, and i E (1,2, . . . . t} such that ,u(p”x +pmhi) = a. 
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Proof We may assume that y # 0. Let N exceed the maximum height of 
nonzero coordinates of y, and choose M, and unit multiples h, , . . . . h, of y, 
that work for n <N. If n > N, and a is a maximal element of (p( p”x + h): 
h E H}, then CI = ,u( p”x + ry) for some r. If (r, p) = 1, then n < N, so we may 
assume that p divides r, whence c1 is a maximal element of {p( p”x + ph): 
hgH}, so P=cl(pnplx+(r/p)y) is a maximal element of (p(p”+ ‘x + h): 
h E H}. By induction on n we can find m and i so that p( p”- ‘x + pmhj) = /I, 
and In-1 -ml GM, so p(p”x+p”+‘hi)=a. 1 
5.2. COROLLARY. Let x and y be elements of a finite direct sum of 
valuated cyclics, and H = ( y). Then there exist a finite number of elements 
h I, ...> h, in H, and ME N, such that for each n E N, there exist m E N, with 
jm--nj dA4, and ie {1,2, . . . . t 1 such that p”x + pInhi has maximum value in 
p”x + H. 
5.3. COROLLARY. If G is a subgroup of a direct sum of cyclic valuated 
groups, then G satisfies Moore’s condition. 
Proof The problem immediately reduces to the case where G is a finite 
direct sum of cyclics. We may assume that h, , . . . . h, in Theorem 5.1 are unit 
multiples of y. Then the A4 given there is the M we want. 1 
6. MOORE'S CONDITION FOR RANK-~ VALUATED R-MODULES 
In this section we characterize those discrete valuation rings R over 
which every rank-2 R-module that satisfies Moore’s condition is in 33. First 
we show that such a ring must be complete, then that its residue class field 
must be finite, and finally that these two conditions suffice. 
6.1. THEOREM. If R is a discrete valuation domain that is not complete, 
then there exists a rank-2 valuated R-module that satisfies Moore’s condition 
but is not in &I. 
Proof Consider the R-module Rx @ Ry valuated as a direct sum with 
v( p”x) = n and v( p”y) = 2n. Let a E R\R be of height 1, and consider the 
valuated R-module G = Rax + R(x + y). It is readily seen that the value 
topology on G is equivalent to the height topology, so [MOOR; 
Proposition 81 says that every submodule of G is nice. Moore’s condition 
holds for G because G is an R-submodule of Rx@ Ry, which satisfies 
Moore’s condition over R. 
On the other hand, suppose GE 98. Then by Corollary 5.2 there are a 
finite number of elements h, = r,(x+ y), . . . . h,= r,(x+ y) in H= (x+ y), 
which we may assume are of height 1, such that for each n E N there exist 
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rnE N and in { 1, . . . . t} such that p”ax+ pmhi has maximum value in 
p%x + H. The maximum value of an element of the form p”ax + h is 2n, 
achieved exactly when h =p”r(x + y) with r E --CI modulo p”. Therefore, for 
each n there exists i such that yi= --CI modulo p”, which is impossible as 
a#R. I 
6.2. THEOREM. If R is a discrete valuation ring with an infinite residue 
class field, then there exists a rank-2 valuated R-module satisfying Moore’s 
condition that is not in ~8. 
Proof Let u,, u2, . . . be elements of R representing distinct nonzero 
elements in the residue class field of R, and consider Rae Rb valuated by 
setting v( p”a) = 2n, v( p”b) = 2n, and v(p”(a + u,b)) = 2n + 1. This module 
satisfies Moore’s condition with M equal to the maximum difference 
between the values of nonzero components of x and y. It is not in !B 
because it fails to satisfy Theorem 5.1. 1 
6.3. THEOREM. If R is complete, and has a finite residue class field (that 
is, R is compact), then any valuated R-module generated by two elements and 
satisfying Moore’s condition is a quotient of a finite direct sum of cyclics. 
Proof Any finitely generated submodule of a valuated module over a 
complete discrete valuation ring is nice: it suffices to show this for cyclic 
submodules-the proof is the same as the nonvaluated proof [RY; 
Lemma 21. Let G = Rx@ Ry, and let a, be the maximum value of elements 
of p”x + (y). Let S= (nE N: a, # vp”x}. For each nE S, there exist 
m(n) E N and unit u(n) E R such that 
v( p”x + pm(%4(n) y) = CI,. 
The integer m(n) is unique, and the unit u(n) is unique modulo p’(‘) where 
l(n) is the least integer such that up m(n)+‘(n)y3~, (if there is no such 
integer, then u(n) is unique). 
For q E Z, let S, = {n E S: m(n) = n + q}. Moore’s condition says that S, 
is empty for all but finitely many q. We wish to construct a finite set 
U, , . . . . uk of units so that for each n there exists i with u(n) z ui modulo p’(“. 
This will do it because we can then choose the units u(n) from among 
IU 1 > ..., u,}, and we can map a finite direct sum of cyclics onto the elements 
x and y together with the elements 
x+pQ;y for q 2 0 and S, nonempty 
p-qx+uiy for q Q 0 and S, nonempty. 
Write u(n) - u(n’) if u(n) = u(n’) modulo pmin(‘(n),r(n’)). To each 
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equivalence class there is an element u of R so that u(n) z u modulo p’(“) for 
each u(n) in the class. If there are only finitely many equivalence classes we 
are done. Otherwise for some q we can form an infinite subset Si of S, so 
that the u(n) are inequivalent for distinct n E Sl. Let w be a cluster point of 
{u(n): IZ E Sl}, and apply Moore’s condition to the elements x and pywy of 
G, if q z 0, or the elements p yx and wy, if q 6 0. As 
and 
ht(p”x+ pn+y wy) = min(n, n + q) 
ht(p”+Y(u(n) - w) y = n + q + ht(u(n) - w), 
Moore’s condition says that if u(n) is sufticiently close to w, which happens 
for all but a finite number of n E Sb, then 
so u(n) = w modulo p’(“), by the definition of l(n), contradicting the 
inequivalence of the u(n). 1 
7. WARFIELD INVARIANTS 
Let R be a discrete valuation domain. A summand of a simply presented 
R-module [WARF] is determined by its Ulm invariants and its Warfield 
invariants. The latter invariants were introduced by Warfield, extended by 
Stanton to arbitrary R-modules [STAN], and then to arbitrary valuated 
R-modules [HRW]. 
Let G be a valuated R-module, and c( a sequence cl,,, c1,, .. . of ordinals 
and co’s, such that if CC, + 1 is an ordinal, then ~1, < a, + r. We write B 3 CI if 
b,, > CI, for each n, and denote the sequence c(~, elk + , , . . . by pka. Recall that 
Vx = ux, up2x, . . . . let 
G(a)= {xEG: Vx>a}, 
and let G(a*) be the submodule generated by 
{x E G(a): upkx > ak infinitely often}. 
Multiplication by p gives a sequence of natural maps 
G(a) G(pa) G(p’a) -+--+ 
G(a*) G(pa*) G(p2a*)+ “” 
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forming a direct system whose limit, or the rank thereof, is the crth 
Warfield invariant of G. The maps in the direct system are isomorphisms if 
G has the height valuation, but in general are neither one-to-one nor onto. 
Two valuated R-modules A and B are quasi-isomorphic if they have 
isomorphic submodules A’ and B’ such that A/A’ and B/B’ are torsion. It is 
readily seen that quasi-isomorphic modules have the same Warfield 
invariants [HRW; Lemma 71. 
We are concerned here with the connection between Warfield invariants 
and Moore’s condition, so we are interested in Warlield invariants of 
valuated groups generated by two elements. 
7.1. LEMMA. Let G be a valuated rank-two free R-module with 
generators x and y. Let 
M= {mEN: vp”(x+y)>vp”x}. 
If A4 and N\M are infinite, then x + y represents a nonzero Warfield 
invariant of G, and (x+ y) is not quasi-isomorphic to (x) or to (y). 
Proof If m E A4, and m + 1 $ A4, let c1= Vp”(x + y). Then 
p”(x+ y)~G(a)c (p”(x+ y))+p”+‘G 
and 
G(cr*)cp”‘+‘G 
so x + y represents a nonzero Warlield invariant of G. Moreover, if m E M, 
and m + 1 $ M, then vp”(x + y) is not a value of a multiple of x or y, so 
(x + y ) cannot be quasi-isomorphic to (x) or to ( y ). 1 
7.2. THEOREM. Let G be a valuated R-module generated by two elements. 
Then one of the following conditions holds. 
(i) The number of Warfield invariants of G (including multiplicities) 
is different from two, 
(ii) R has an infinite residue class field, 
(iii) G does not satisfy Moore’s condition, or 
(iv) G is quasi-decomposable. 
Moreover, none of these four conditions implies the disjunction of the other 
three. 
Proof We first show that if R has a finite residue class field, and if G 
has at least two Warfield invariants, is not quasi-decomposable, and 
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satisfies Moore’s condition, then G has more than two Warfield invariants. 
Let x and y be representatives of two distinct War-field invariants of G. Let 
U be a finite set in R that maps onto the residue class field of R. As G is 
not quasi-decomposable, we can find an infinite set of triples (m, n, U) such 
that m and n are positive integers, u E U, and u( p”x +p”uy) > up”x. 
Moore’s condition says that the set of integers s = n -m that arise in this 
way is finite. Therefore there exists an integer S, and an element u E U, such 
that the set 
M= {m~Z:m>O,m+s>O, and u(p”x+p”+“~y)>up”x} 
is infinite. If M contained all sufficiently large integers, then x and y would 
represent the same Warfield invariant, so the complement of M is also 
infinite. Thus Lemma 7.1 implies that pmx + p m +‘uy represents a Warfield 
invariant distinct from that of x or y. 
If R is the ring of integers localized at p, and G is the example construc- 
ted in Theorem 6.1, then G does not satisfy (ii), (iii), or (iv). To see that G 
has only one Warfield invariant, hence satisfies (i), note that any element of 
G has a multiple whose x-coordinate has value less than its y-coordinate, 
and this multiple clearly represents the same Wartield invariant as x. 
Taking G = R @ R, for the same ring R, we get an example satisfying (iv) 
but not the others. Theorem 6.3 gives an example of G that satisfies (ii) but 
not the others. To construct an example satisfying (iii) but not the others, 
take R to be the integers localized at p, and use Moore’s original example 
of a valuated group that does not satisfy Moore’s condition: 
up”x = 2n 
up”y = 4n 
u(p2”x+pmy)=4m+ 1. 
Any element with a nonzero x-coordinate represents the same Warlield 
invariant as x. 1 
Theorem 7.2 says, in particular, that if R has a finite residue class field, 
and G is a valuated R-module generated by two elements, then G is quasi- 
decomposable if and only if G has exactly two Warheld invariants. 
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